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NICKELODEON TOP WING ISLAND RESCUE Board Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 4 years & up/ Players: 2-4/ Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/ Available: Spring 2019) 
It's time to earn your wings! Kids can imagine they are taking wing with cadets of TOP WING! This TOP 
WING ISLAND RESCUE game includes movers for each of the rescue birds in training, so kids can choose 
to play as SWIFT, ROD, PENNY or BRODY. Players aim to earn badges by completing an engaging mission 
stated on each badge. They might have to jump, dance, clap their hands, or perform other simple 
actions to earn their wings and get closer to returning to TOP WING ACADEMY and winning the game.  
TOP WING ISLAND RESCUE game includes game board, spinner, 16 cadent badges, 4 TOP WING movers, 
and instructions.  Available at most major retailers. 
 
TROUBLE: NETFLIX SUPER MONSTERS Edition Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 5 years & up/ Players: 2-4/ Approx. Retail Price: $14.99/ Available: 10/1/2019) 
Join the SUPER MONSTERS in a crazy race around the schoolyard at PITCHFORK PINES! This super-fun 
preschool game is inspired by the original NETFLIX series, SUPER MONSTERS, in which kids of the world's 
most famous monsters learn to master their special powers. Game includes the Pop-O-Matic dice roller, 
cardboard game insert, 16 plastic pawns, and instructions. Available at most major retailers. 
 
BUZZ LIGHTYEAR OPERATION Game   
(HASBRO/ Ages 6 & up / Players: 1+/ Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: 4/22/2019) 
To infinity and ouch! Attention, Star Command! BUZZ LIGHTYEAR needs your help. Kids can have a blast 
fixing his 11 hilarious ailments such as a squeaky solar socket, lunar oil leak, and damaged dashboard in 
this classic OPERATION game featuring BUZZ LIGHTYEAR. Players can enjoy electrifying-fun, using the 
tweezers to remove the most pieces from the hero without setting off the light-up monitor and getting 
buzzed. If a player successfully removes a piece without touching the sides, they get to keep it. The 
player with the most game pieces is the winner. If there's a tie, everyone wins! Featuring 11 intergalactic 
ailments, the BUZZ LIGHTYEAR OPERATION game embraces the fun for 1 or more players! Game 
includes gameboard, tweezers, 11 plastic intergalactic ailments, and instructions. Two “AA” batteries 
required. Available at most major retailers.    
 
STRANGER THINGS DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Starter Set Game 
(HASBRO/ Ages 14 & up / Approx. Retail Price: $24.99 / Available: 4/22/2019) 
The STRANGER THINGS DUNGEONS & DRAGONS Starter Set game contains everything players need to 
embark on a STRANGER THINGS adventure including the essential rules of the roleplaying game. It's a 
great way for new as well as seasoned DUNGEONS & DRAGONS players to experience the D&D 
adventure STRANGER THINGS character Mike Wheeler has created for his friends. Pick your character -- 
will you be Will the Wise or Dustin the Dwarf? Get your fireballs ready as you investigate the mysterious 
castle and battle the ferocious Demogorgon. Prepare for just about anything, because the game just got 
stranger. Game includes STRANGER THINGS Adventure book, Rulebook, 5 STRANGER THINGS character 
sheets, 6 dice, DEMOGORGON Figure, and paintable DEMOGORGON figure. Available at most major 
retailers. 
 



STRANGER THINGS PALACE ARCADE Handheld Electronic Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 14 & up / Players: 1 / Approx. Retail Price: $29.99 / Available: 4/22/2019) 
Gamers and fans of STRANGER THINGS can imagine going back to the Golden Age of Video Games that's 
explored throughout the Netflix Original Series. This portable mini arcade unit is packed with 20 games 
inspired by nostalgic games from the 1980s. It includes some of the video games that Mike, Will, Lucas, 
Dustin, Mad Max, and other characters are seen playing within the show. Try your hand at PAC-MAN, 
DIG DUG, GALAGA, GALAXIAN, and other games inspired by those that were popular in the 80s. Three 
“AAA” batteries required. Available at most major retailers.  
 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT NETFLIX’S STRANGER TIHNGS BACK TO THE 80’S Edition Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 14 & up / Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $19.99/ Available: 4/22/2019) 
How well do you know the 80s? Head back to a great decade in history and challenge friends with 
questions about the wild, wacky, totally tubular 1980s and all things STRANGER THINGS! This edition of 
the TRIVIAL PURSUIT game features 1500 trivia questions from 6 categories: Movies; TV; Music; Famous 
People and Events; Trends, Tech and Fun; and STRANGER THINGS. The party game also includes Portal 
Spaces; land on one and you have to flip a section of the board over and send all players to the Upside 
Down where you can lose wedges. The first player to collect 6 wedges wins. For fans of the NETFLIX 
original series, and those looking for a lighthearted and entertaining board game for game nights, get-
togethers, and parties, The Back to the 80s edition of the TRIVIAL PURSUIT game makes a great choice. 
Game includes gameboard, 250 trivia cards (1500 questions), 1 die, 4 wedge holders, 24 wedges, middle 
board piece, 2 hinges, cardholder, and instructions. Available at most major retailers.  
 
UGLYDOLLS: ADVENTURES IN UGLYVILLE Board Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 6 & up / Players: 2-4 / Approx. Retail Price: $14.99 / Available: 3/15/2019) 
It's time to root for all that makes us weird and wonderful with UGLYDOLLS! Inspired by UGLYDOLLS 
themes of adventure and acceptance, this ADVENTURES IN UGLYVILLE game will have kids plunging into 
the awesomely oddball world of UGLYDOLLS. Players can imagine UGLYDOLL adventures as they move 
around the gameboard collecting cardboard goodies at the locations based on those in the movie. They 
can collect a teacup from Lucky Bat's Tea House, or a heart from Moxy's News Stand, doggie sunglasses 
from Ugly Dog's Pet Shop, and more. Then it's a race to reach the portal to the Big World! The first 
player to land on the portal space with a full pocket wins. Game includes gameboard, spinner, 4 figures, 
4 cardboard pockets, 45 cardboard button tokens, 25 cardboard goody tokens, and game rules. 
Available at most major retailers. 
 
BOP IT! STAR WARS CHEWIE Edition Game 
(HASBRO/ Ages: 8 & up / Players: 1+/ Approx. Retail Price: $14.99 / Available:10/4/19) 
Twist it, pull it, and take the game out of this galaxy with this CHEWIE edition of the BOP IT! game. The 
BOP IT! STAR WARS CHEWIE Edition game features gameplay like the original, but with an intergalactic 
twist. This electronic game commands players to take 3 actions in the voice of HAN SOLO, and they need 
to respond correctly and as quickly as possible. If a player gets it right, they get another chance, but if 
they don't -- they're out! The commands get faster the longer they continue, and players will hear the 
sounds of CHEWBACCA (and some funny phrases by HAN SOLO) as they play. The game unit features 2 
modes: Solo and Pass-it, so kids can play alone or with friends. Don't let the Wookie win! Available at 
most major retailers.  
 
STAR WARS ESCAPE FROM DEATH STAR Board Game 
(HASBRO/ Ages: 8 & up / Players: 2-4/ Approx. Retail Price: $19.99 / Available: 5/1/2019) 



Bring back memories with this retro edition of the ESCAPE FROM DEATH STAR board game. The game is 
based on the original board game from Kenner released in 1977 and includes an exclusive Retro 
Collection Grand MOFF TARKIN action figure. Fans can re-live original STAR WARS moments as they help 
their favorite characters escape the DEATH STAR trash compactor and work their way to the Rebel Base. 
Players are challenged to help LUKE SKYWALKER, PRINCESS LEIA, HAN SOLO and CHEWBACCA escape to 
freedom. The spinner spins out players' moves, but they must decide what passageways to follow. Will 
they take shortcuts that risk encounters with the Force? The first player to fight their way through TIE 
Fighters and reach the Rebel Base wins! Available at most major retailers. 
 
 
MONOPOLY: MARVEL AVENGERS Edition Board Game  
(HASBRO/ Ages 8 years & up/ Players: 2-6/ Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/ Available: 4/22/2019) 
In the MONOPOLY: MARVEL AVENGERS Edition board game, players travel around the board drafting as 
many MARVEL AVENGERS heroes as they can. The more heroes a player drafts, the more money they 
can collect, and the more powerful they’ll be. Look out for the Children of Thanos spaces! When a player 
lands on this space, they have to battle! Infinity Gauntlet and Stark Industries cards can also quickly 
change a player's luck at any point in the game. The last player with money when all other players have 
gone bankrupt wins! MONOPOLY: MARVEL AVENGERS includes 12 tokens, 24 hero cards, 16 Infinity 
Gauntlet cards, 16 Stark Industries Cards, 32 bases, 12 headquarters, 2 dice, money pack, and game 
guide. Available at most major retailers.  
 
MONOPOLY GAMER OVERWATCH COLLECTOR’S EDITION Game 
(Ages 13 years & up/Approx. Retail Price: $49.99/Available: Spring 2019) 
It's the MONOPOLY game for players of the OVERWATCH video game. In the board game, each player 
drafts a team of 3 including a group leader, and then they battle for the high score to win! Players earn 
points by moving around the board capturing objectives and collecting loot boxes. The MONOPOLY 
OVERWATCH COLLECTOR’S EDITION features a premium box and Game Guide for true fans of 
OVERWATCH. Includes: game board, 6 character tokens, 6 group leader cards, 16 objective cards, 9 loot 
box cards, 4 reminder cards, 1 numbered die, 1 ability die, 90 plastic HP chips (50 fives and 40 ones), and 
Game Guide. Available at most major toy retailers. 
 
MONOPOLY: GAME OF THRONES Edition Game 
(HASBRO/ Ages Adult / Players: 2-6/ Approx. Retail Price: $29.99/ Available: Now) 
MONOPOLY and GAME OF THRONES fans can set sail to Westeros in the all new edition of MONOPOLY: 
GAME OF THRONES game! Inspired by HBO’s hit TV series, players move around the board with game 
tokens inspired by the honorary sigils of the Great Houses. Fans can buy, sell, and trade iconic locations 
from the Seven Kingdoms, building castles and holdfasts in their pursuit to rule the Iron Throne! Similar 
to the classic game of MONOPOLY, the more properties you own, the more rent you can collect from 
opponents. The last one with money when all other players have gone bankrupt, wins! The MONOPOLY: 
GAME OF THRONES Edition game will also feature an Iron Throne card holder with a musical stand that 
plays the beloved GAME OF THRONES theme song throughout gameplay. Available at most major toy 
retailers. 
 
 
 


